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Foreword
The Community Living Society (CLS) was founded in 1982 to enable families to return their
sons and daughters, who had been institutionalized, to their home communities where they
could live as full citizens.
The CLS has successfully supported many individuals to enjoy the benefits of citizenship.
However, the Board of Directors and management of the CLS realize that much more can be
done. The reality is that while many of the individuals we support are “in” the community, not
everyone is truly “of” the community. Being an active citizen and a true part of the community
can only occur when people play valued social roles alongside others.
Citizenship is something almost everyone who has not been devalued in some way takes for
granted each and every day of their life.
Citizenship comes from the Latin word for city, because in the earliest days of governments,
people saw themselves as belonging to cities more than countries.
In our modern era, citizenship has come to represent a person, recognized under law, who as
a member of a state has legally defined and protected rights. There is also general agreement
that citizenship comes with a variety of opportunities, as well as responsibilities, which should
be exercised for the benefit of all members.
At the heart of citizenship, however, is the recognition that each person is unique yet equal
with others from any walk of life, with important contributions to make to help our communities
be more welcoming and hospitable for everyone. This view is also reflected in the United
Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities whose purpose is to promote,
protect and ensure the full and equal enjoyment of all human rights and fundamental freedoms
by all persons with disabilities, and to promote respect for their inherent dignity.
The graphic below identifies some of the many aspects of this multi-faceted idea we call
citizenship:
ü
ü
ü
ü

ü
ü
ü
ü

Choosing where you
live and work
Making your own
decisions
Feeling safe and
secure
Freedom to associate
with the people you
choose

Obeying the law
Voting in elections
Serving on a jury
Protecting and enjoying our heritage
and environment
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ü
ü
ü
ü

Having a job and earning money
Giving back and helping others in the community
Enjoying personal and intimate relationships
Feeling welcomed and being a part
of community life
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Message from the Board Chair and Executive Director
We would like to thank everyone that participated in this important
strategic planning process.
Building on the Strategic Plans developed in 2008 and 2011, this plan
provides the Community Living Society with a clear direction to tackle
the challenges we face now and in the future, and take advantage of
new and emerging opportunities.
This plan is aspirational. While we are proud of what we have
accomplished over the last 35 years, we recognize that important work
lies ahead.
Consistent with our commitment to supporting the quality of life of the
people we support and the ongoing growth of the communities in which
we all work and live, this plan challenges us to focus our approach and
resources in new ways.

Ross Chilton

As our new Mission clearly articulates, we view our role as supporting
people to live as full citizens.
To the extent we have taken our own citizenship for granted, this will
require us to consider how to advance those experiences, rights,
opportunities and responsibilities that are not experienced by everyone
in our communities.
We also believe that when we succeed in our Mission, it will not only
advance the citizenship of those we are honoured to support, but also
the citizenship of other marginalized people.
The Board recognizes that everyone we serve at the CLS must have the
opportunity and support to grow, achieve their full potential, and live as
full citizens. This idea is at the heart of this 2016/17 to 2020/21 Strategic
Plan.

Brian Davies

We acknowledge that the plan will challenge individuals, families, staff, management, the
Board and the wider community to achieve our revised mission of Supporting People to Live
as Full Citizens. However, we are confident that our staff and management team, with the
support of the Board, will be successful in pursuing this path. We invite you to join us on this
journey.

Ross Chilton
Executive Director
Community Living Society
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Brian Davies
Chair
Board of Directors
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The Essence of Our Plan
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Development of this Strategic Plan
In the past, we engaged individuals, families, Board members, staff and external stakeholders
in dialogue using large groups to develop our Strategic Plans. This provided us with important
information and direction that led us to where we are today.
This time we changed the format slightly, using small groups so we could discuss and listen
carefully to participants’ thoughts and ideas. This enabled us to dig deeper into the issues.
The result has been a greater understanding of where we need to go as an organization.
We heard from individuals, families and employees that have been connected to the CLS for
decades. We also listened to individuals, families and employees that have recently connected
with us.
As well, we engaged with those who have enough distance from the CLS to see things about
us that we cannot easily see ourselves.
Our consultant, Dr. Michael Shoop, found that while there were many great ideas, some key
themes emerged.
These themes are reflected in the three key directions we have chosen. They will form the
foundation of our Strategic Plan over the next five years.

Nancy – proud of
her Olympic medal
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Misha and Daniel

Gary enjoys a day of doing
what he loves best
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Introduction
The Community Living Society has a long
tradition of passionate, values-based leadership
in the community and taking a highly
professional approach to managing the
programs and services we offer.
With this Strategic Plan, we have recommitted
ourselves to ensuring full citizenship, which
includes rights and responsibilities, and quality of
life, for the people we support. Our Strategic
Plan is divided into six sections:

Community Living Society
Russ serving at Starbucks

ü A brief introduction to our organization
and the programs and services we provide

Planning Context
ü A short overview of key economic, demographic and technological variables that we
anticipate will shape our work in the next five years

Vision, Mission and Values Statements
ü We have updated our Mission and Values statements to clarify what we want to
achieve, which is full citizenship and quality of life for those we serve

Framework for Our Three Strategic Directions
ü An outline of what we anticipate will shape government policy, as well as how we
envision our governance structure, partnerships and organizational capacity will support
us to achieve our strategic directions

Strategic Directions
ü We have committed ourselves to three strategic directions for the next five years, which
will help us remain focused so that our energy and resources are used wisely. These
are:
1. Advance Full Citizenship
2. Promote Organizational Responsiveness
3. Build Communities that Include Everyone

Next Steps
ü Setting strategic directions is best understood as the “end of the beginning”. This
section outlines how we will move forward to achieve our Mission and ensure
transparency and accountability to our various stakeholders
7|Page
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The Community Living Society
Overview
The CLS was founded in 1972 by the Woodlands Parents Group. This group of family
advocates was looking for person-centered services for their children with disabilities who were
transitioning back to their communities from the province’s three large institutions. These
family members wanted services that would enable their
children to lead typical, inclusive lives, with the supports they
needed to increase their independence and have control over
their lives. In short, they wanted their sons and daughters to
live as full citizens.

Individuals Served by the CLS
The CLS believes that all people have the ability and the right
to fully participate in, and contribute to, their communities. To
achieve this, we work with individuals and their family
members and friends to design and provide support tailored
to their needs and that helps them increase their
independence and experience full citizenship.
CLS offers a wide range of residential and community
supports, including shared living, supported independent
living, and individual or shared support to access the
community, learn independence skills or find employment or
volunteer opportunities. Whatever service you are looking for,
CLS offers you choice in who supports you and what your
support will look like.
We have discovered that one of the most important steps for
successful support is getting the right match between the
person who provides support and the person receiving it.

Nadoley achieves her
Food Safe Certification

Using person-centred planning, we work with individuals and their families to identify the goals
that will maximize independence and community opportunities. As the individual grows and
changes, we re-visit the plan regularly to make sure it is still meeting the individual’s needs.
CLS provides services to people who are eligible for funding from Community Living British
Columbia. This includes people with a developmental disability, and those with fetal alcohol
spectrum disorder or autism spectrum disorder who are eligible for funding from the
Personalized Supports Initiative. We also serve people who have acquired brain injuries and
receive funding from the Regional Health Authorities.
If you receive individualized funding, the CLS can support you as a Host Agency, providing you
with trained, caring and experienced employees. We also help families who want to pool their
funding with other families to design unique supports and services.
To find out more about accessing CLS services, you can call us at 604-523-0303 or click here
to email CLS Supports.
8|Page
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Planning Context
The first step in creating this Strategic Plan was to review different factors that have the
potential to impact our success in executing this plan. In planning language, this is called an
Environmental Scan. These factors, which capture the context in which we will work over the
next five years, are presented below.

Changes in the Community Living Sector
There is a growing recognition in Canada and internationally that our efforts and resources
have not resulted in achieving full citizenship for many individuals with developmental
disabilities. Some changes in perspective now occurring in the community living sector are:
ü A realization that an increased focus on personal outcomes is required
ü Best practices must guide how we approach the work
ü Supporting individuals in groups can interfere with personal development and
engagement with community members
ü People who require services should have more control over who supports them and
how they are supported

Changes in Government Policy, Legislation and Regulations
We do not anticipate any major changes in government policy, legislation or regulation related
to community living services or the provision of other social services at this time. However, we
will continue to monitor the following issues:
ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

Ernest making dinner in his new home
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Public funding is likely to increase at a rate that
is lower than the growing rate of individuals and
families seeking funded supports
As the 2017 provincial election nears there is an
increased potential for changes in government
direction, but it is unclear how this may affect
the CLS and the individuals we support
While there is a commitment to improve
communication and coordination across
government services, fiscal pressures facing
various Ministries may work against greater
collaboration
Mental health and services to children have an
elevated public profile and may overshadow the
needs of adults with developmental disabilities
The recently elected federal Liberal
Government is suggesting they will reinvest in
affordable housing
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Environmental Factors
The factors below will likely influence the direction the
CLS takes.

Demographic and Population Trends
Several demographic trends are likely to shape our work
in the coming years. While these are largely focused on
the individuals we support, some will be reflected in our
staff and external partners. A few of these trends include:
ü The general population is aging and so are the
people we support. This will challenge us to modify
our services so we can meet changing needs
ü The broader community is becoming increasingly
multi-cultural, as are the individuals we support.
This will require us to provide services that are not
only responsive, but also culturally accessible
ü Young people requiring services have different life
experiences than their older peers. They want
Chris selling 50/50 tickets at
different things from us, particularly employment
a
Vancouver Canucks game
and more individualized living options. This will
require us to redefine and re-orient our services
ü The nature of nuclear families, and their ability and interest in engaging with us, is
changing. Engagement will need to be easier and less time consuming for families,
many of whom are already stretched with competing demands
ü Staff is aging and, for some, their jobs may become more physically challenging. We
need to find ways to address this potential conflict
ü The families of older individuals we support are also aging. They need to be engaged
with sensitivity because they may fear losing what they have fought to put in place for
their sons and daughters
ü Younger employees living in Vancouver find it too expensive and are moving into the
suburbs. This will create the potential for labour shortages in some communities

Economic Trends
In the past few years the economy has experienced significant turbulence globally and locally.
There is no sign of this changing in the next few years. The CLS has made a number of major
operational changes to enhance our economic sustainability. We have also made some future
oriented investments (e.g. purchasing our office space) that have enhanced long-term viability.
While we are better positioned to weather ongoing economic uncertainty, we recognize that:
ü Resources will continue to be an issue, requiring us to focus on being cost effective
ü We must continue to be transparent and accountable for the use of public funds
ü The increased cost of living in Vancouver (and the suburbs and Fraser Valley to some
extent) will increase financial pressures on our staff and the people we support
10 | P a g e
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Technological Trends
Technology presents both opportunities and challenges.
While technology is not a panacea for the many
challenges we face moving forward, it will be an
increasingly important aspect of our work. We will have
to balance a host of issues such as:
ü Although technology is becoming more affordable
and increasingly seen as a “must have”, many
individuals we support have not had access to
new technology
ü Training for staff and for individuals to use
technology appropriately is required to
maximize its potential
ü Risks to individuals include privacy, and physical
and emotional safety. These will need to be
mitigated
ü With the constant need to update and replace
technology, we will need to address how this
can be sustainably funded

Studio73 representatives
advertise classes made possible
by a City of Surrey cultural grant

Vision, Mission and Value Statements
When we began developing this Strategic Plan, we decided to review our Vision, Mission and
Values Statements to ensure they would help us achieve our over-arching commitment to
ensuring full citizenship and quality of life for the people we support. This led us to recommit to
our existing Vision Statement and to revise our Mission and Values Statements.

VISION: What we are trying to achieve.
A vision statement identifies what an organization
hopes to achieve through its actions. Importantly, vision
statements look to a broad social outcome, the
achievement of which is not the sole responsibility, or
within the capacity of, any single organization.

Communities
where every person lives
with dignity and enjoys
a full life.

MISSION: How we will contribute to achieving
our vision.
A mission statement guides an organization’s actions,
spells out its overall goal, provides direction and
focuses decision-making at all levels. It provides the
context within which an organization’s strategies are
formed and carried out.
11 | P a g e

Supporting people to
live as full citizens.
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VALUES: The beliefs that will guide our actions.
Values are the building blocks of our behaviour and provide a focus for how we approach our
work. They can also inspire behaviour that creates a dynamic and performance-oriented
organization.
Accordingly, the values of respect, community, integrity and accountability will guide our efforts
in everything we do:

ü Every person is a unique individual, with strengths, abilities and
value

Respect

ü Making choices is a right, with support as necessary from friends,
family and trusted advisors
ü Each person is entitled to live with dignity and equality in a safe and
secure environment

ü Community is where we are known as individuals and as citizens

Community

ü Each community is strengthened by the inclusion of people from all
walks of life
ü We support social change that contributes to stronger, healthier
communities for everyone

ü We are honest and dependable in our interactions with others

Integrity

ü We support staff through training and engagement to advance our
Mission
ü Best practices guide our efforts to provide flexible and responsive
supports and services

ü Personal outcomes of the people we serve guide decision making

Accountability

ü We use feedback to learn, grow and improve performance
ü Our financial resources are used in innovative, cost-effective ways
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Framework for Our Three Strategic Directions
At the core of the Strategic Plan are three key strategic directions where we will focus our
energy over the next five years. These are discussed in greater detail in the next section and
include:
ü Strategic Direction #1 – Advance Full Citizenship
ü Strategic Direction #2 – Promote Organizational Responsiveness
ü Strategic Direction #3 – Build Communities that Include Everyone
However, while long-term goals and objectives may seem to be the primary focus,
organizations also need to pay careful attention to a number of foundational components
if they are to be successful. Our plan has identified the four components below:
Policy, Legislative and
Regulatory Direction

Community Living Society
Governance

Partnerships with Service Providers,
Communities and Others

Organizational
Capacity

The graphic below illustrates how the various components of the Strategic Plan are linked.

CLS Vision
Communities where every person lives
with dignity and enjoys a full life
Key Direction #1

Key Direction #2

Key Direction #3

Advance
Full Citizenship

Promote Organizational
Responsiveness

Build Communities that
Include Everyone

Organizational Capacity
Partnerships with Service Providers, Communities and Others
Community Living Society Governance
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Policy, Legislative and Regulatory Direction
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Policy, Legislative and Regulatory Direction
As noted previously, we do not anticipate any major changes to the policy, legislative and
regulatory environment that guides our work.
Based on our discussions with CLBC, we are confident we are in compliance with laws and
policies established by the Provincial Government.
We will also continue to attend to how decisions and interactions between the Federal,
Provincial and Local Governments may affect our services and programs.

Community Living Society Governance
The CLS is governed by a volunteer Board of Directors that works with senior management to
advance the organization’s directions and priorities. As a governance body, the Board focuses
on setting high-level direction while tasking management with operational planning and
responsibility for conducting the day-to-day work required to achieve our Mission.
Board members bring a variety of experiences, perspectives and skills to their roles. The
Board Governance Committee develops board policy and ensures effective governance.
The Board is also actively involved in reviewing the CLS’s constitution and bylaws in
preparation for the shift to the new Societies Act in November 2016. All non-profit
organizations in British Columbia will be required to transition to the new Act over a two-year
period. The CLS is well positioned to respond to the Act’s significant legal and governance
implications.
As part of our commitment to transparency, the
CLS posts our Strategic Plan, annual operational
plans, progress reports and audited financial
statements on our website.

Partnerships with Service Providers,
Communities and Others
The CLS has a long tradition of creating
partnerships across the communities in which we
operate and beyond. These partnerships have
been a major contributor to our success throughout
our history. We also realize that our ongoing
success requires us to recommit, refocus and
broaden our approach to partnerships. This
realization has been influenced by two issues:
ü Our recent experience of re-establishing our
financial sustainability
ü Recognizing that successfully achieving our
Mission and responding to individuals’
evolving needs requires us to strengthen
existing partnerships and create new ones
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Carrie and Fatima on their community
clean-up project with Newton
Business Improvement members
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Organizational Capacity
Like most social service organizations, the CLS provides services within a tight funding
envelope. Funding for administration and program oversight is based on a percentage of
funding received for direct support. While the CLS prides itself on our lean administration, this
makes it difficult to implement organizational change.
A number of significant change processes are underway and will continue over the length of
this Strategic Plan. This includes the vocational revitalization project that involves a
comprehensive review of individuals supported in our centres, as well as the adaptations
needed in residential support associated with the changing needs of those living in group
homes. Although these are not new initiatives, they will require significant organizational
attention and capacity over the next few years.
While some strategic directions will involve using the same resources in new ways, other
initiatives will require additional resources. For example, the focus on the use of “active
support” by front line staff will require a significant investment in training for both staff and
supervisors. Active support, which is a person centered approach to supporting citizenship, is
discussed in more detail in the next section.
The front line organizational structure will also likely need to be modified to ensure employees
receive the necessary coaching for success. Training needs will be addressed as part of the
annual budgeting process.
Implementing technology solutions requires investments in new tools, as well as more
significant investments in training for individuals and their support staff in order to make the
best use of the technology. For this reason, we will need to do small-scale pilots to ensure the
right tools with the right supports are provided.
The CLS will also need to demonstrate discipline in determining the initiatives that we will not
pursue in each year of the plan. While staff is ambitious and hardworking, failure to prioritize
and avoid over commitment will risk diminishing our effectiveness in advancing the initiatives
that will support our three strategic directions.

Ryley mixes up a special drink
at the Café
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Bill and Curtis working hard
on the job
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Strategic Directions
Below are the three strategic directions that emerged from the consultation process, and that
were further refined and strengthened through discussion with our key stakeholders. These
strategic directions will frame all of our activities and guide the use of our resources.

Strategic Direction #1

Strategic Direction #2

Strategic Direction #3

Advance
Full Citizenship

Promote Organizational
Responsiveness

Build Communities that
Include Everyone

Strategic Direction #1 – Advance Full Citizenship
While the CLS is committed to sustaining individual well-being, we must consider how we can
advance other aspects of what enables people to experience a good quality of life as full
citizens in the community.
Our goal is to see more evidence of the following:
ü
ü
ü
ü

Self-determination - people making small and large decisions in their lives
Personal development - people developing their skills and talents
Social inclusion - people participating more fully in community life
Rights - people exercising their fundamental freedoms

To advance full citizenship for the individuals we
serve, we will help people associated with the
CLS to have a clear understanding of what
citizenship means.

Active support can be used at any time,
regardless of a person’s degree of
intellectual or physical impairment.

We will also introduce active support to staff
across the organization. This will support person-centred practice whose goal is to enable
those we serve to achieve their citizenship rights.
Active support is based on the idea that every moment has potential for a person to exercise
choice and control in their lives. It is a way to provide the right amount of support, at the right
time, so that a person can successfully participate in meaningful community activities and
social relationships. With training and coaching, support staff will be able to use active support
consistently to advance citizenship opportunities.
We will also improve the quality of personal planning, so that individuals and families can
engage in meaningful, aspirational planning that supports our commitment to imagine it live it.
And finally, we will be accountable for the results we seek to achieve.
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Strategic Direction #2 - Promote Organizational Responsiveness
The CLS has grown significantly since its inception and, as a result, it has the advantages and
disadvantages of a large organization. Therefore, we need to examine how we are organized
to increase our responsiveness and accountability to individuals, while meeting the
expectations of government.
We will review our organizational structures, policies
and practices to determine the extent to which they
advance or impede the Quality of Life domains. Our
focus will be on making changes to organizational
structures, policies and practices that will
advance self-determination, personal
development, social inclusion and rights.

We will develop a changemanagement plan that builds
on the capacity of our staff
to respond to new opportunities
to think and act differently
in support of the CLS Mission.

We will also increase the readiness and resilience
of CLS staff in anticipation of these changes. To support this, we will develop a changemanagement plan that builds on the capacity of our staff to respond to new opportunities to
think and act differently in support of the CLS Mission. This change-management plan will be
evaluated and adjusted as required.
We believe that the resulting structures and approaches will retain the advantages of a larger
organization, while giving individuals a more “personalized” experience.

Strategic Direction #3 - Build Communities that Include Everyone
It is only in community that people, including those who live with disabilities, can be full
citizens, with choices and opportunities to contribute to the social fabric. As Dr. Margaret
Wheatley has written, whatever the issue, community is the answer.
We can’t expect all community members to understand how to include people with disabilities.
Therefore, we will take a leadership role and seek opportunities to work with community
partners who are committed to building communities
where everyone is included.
Whatever the issue,
community
is the answer.
Our goal is to enable individuals to have more friends
and stronger relationships with a broad array of
community members. We will help individuals expand their connections to family, friends,
neighbours, co-workers and citizens from all walks of life. This will be supported by helping
people participate in local clubs and groups that reflect individual interests. These voluntary
associations provide natural opportunities to develop relationships and contribute to the
community.
We will also train individuals with disabilities and staff to take stock of local communities to
identify partnership opportunities. This will help individuals and staff develop a deeper
understanding of how communities work.
Building on this, we will identify opportunities and provide training so that people with
disabilities, with staff support as necessary, can play leadership roles in community-building
projects aimed at increasing inclusion and belonging for everyone. This will help the individuals
we support to be seen as citizens who actively support the development of more caring
communities.
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Next Steps – Implementing the Strategic Plan
Actions the CLS will take to advance the strategic directions in this plan include:
ü The Strategic Plan, including a plain language version, will be posted to the CLS
website and actively communicated to individuals, families, employees, stakeholders
and the broader community
ü Management will present an annual Operational Plan to the Board on ways to advance
the Strategic Plan. In addition, management will present progress summaries on
Operational Plan goals and objectives to the Board every six months and post these
results to the CLS website
ü The annual budget and other planning documents will demonstrate how they align with
the three key directions set out in this Strategic Plan

Appendix
Resources in this section will give readers a deeper understanding of issues associated with
achieving full citizenship for people with disabilities.

Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms
ü The rights and freedoms set out in the Charter are guaranteed and subject only to such
reasonable limits prescribed by law as can be demonstrably justified in a free and
democratic society - http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/const/page-15.html

Centre for Inclusion and Citizenship
ü The Centre is a partnership between the UBC School of Social Work, community living
organizations and supporters seeking to further the inclusion and full citizenship of
people with intellectual disabilities and their families locally, nationally and globally http://cic.arts.ubc.ca/

System Change and Citizenship
ü The videos on this website support the Centre for Inclusion and Citizenship's
commitment to help transform human service systems, so people with intellectual,
physical and psycho-social disabilities and seniors can live as full citizens http://members.shaw.ca/bsalisbury/index.html
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